IT was first made known by the experiments of Dr. Black, and hassioce been confirmed by those of Mr. Watt and other philoso* phers, that the quantity of heat required for raisingthe temperature of water from fifty degrees to that of the boiling point, is only about a sixth of that which is afterwards required for converting the boiling water into steam. As the steam itself is not hotter than the boiling water, the heat which it had absorbed was said by Dr Percy, which I have mentioned in a former part of this treatisfc. f
tke steam has imparted to the water its own temperature, there no Iqpger any transfer of heat, and the steam passes through the water uncondensed.
If, on the contrary, the steam did continue to condense, then the water would itself be converted into steam, and might, by that means, be distilled over without any additional fire; and, though this does not take place under the usual circumstances, yet it may be effected in the following manner.
The temperature required for converting any fluid into vapour is-dependant on the pressure of the air upon its surface, and may, therefore, be lowered, if that, pressure is diminished. If then, the weight of the air was removed from water, it would rise into vapour below the common boiling point, and might therefore be distilled over by steam of the usual heat.
In order to produce this effect, a vessel, having a receiver connected with it, should be made air-tight, and the steam made to pass through the vessel along a worm or spiraj tube of metal, in the manner represented in the annexed outline.
The vacuum is now easily produced, by applying heat to the vessel till the steam issues from the opening in it, and in the receiver, when they are to be immediately closed, and the heat jremoved.
The water distilled over is collected in the receiver, which is kept cool for that purpose.
An apparatus wf this kind I had constructed chiefly for the purpose of explaining the theory of latent heat, or of the capacity of bodies for heat in different states; but it is possible, that it may also be of some further practical utility, whenever it is of consequence to economise the consumption of fuel. When water is deficient on board of ship, it has been, in some degree, supplied by distillation from the ship's boiler, and if the steam from the boiler had b^en made to pass through the apparatus just de- scribed, the quantity would be nearly doubled. By an experiment which I had made some time ago, about three- fig. 2 , where the handle with its screw is seen, by which it can be fixed at any height or position required by the patient, who is thus enabled to hold the crutch with far greater ease .than in the usual manner of constructing it without such handles. Fig. 3 shews the manner in which the head of the crutch is formed, so as to produce an elastic support to the patient, and thus break off the efFects of the shocks occasioned by striking the end of the crutch upon the ground in walking with it; this is done by making the wood in the form of a crescent, across which, bands of linen girth web are stretched and secured firmly at each end, and the vacancy underneath them being with a cushion of twisted and baked horsehair: the whole, when covered with plush, velvet, &c. nailed over it, forms a very pleasant support to the patient: the lower end of the crutch has a turned conical piece of wood affixed to it, which may be renewed when worn away^ or lengthened to suit the height of the patient. 
